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Hopeless?
Dharma, (sic, sic), that is
exactly the response
expected
and
worked for--to make you who are
working around the clock to bring
light--stop and give’up. We cannot do
that, chelas. God has no intentions of
forfeiting the world, Earth.
You ones should be asking at this
point, “What is wrong with Dharma-what is the big occasion of distress?”
Just bunches
and bunches
of little
things for, when you come into Truth,
you see all that is NOT given unto you
and you glean truth from the lies and
then the circuits of compassion
and
distress overwash the human emotions.
She is exhausted and yet, we need to
write 10 times a day and still cannot
cover it all. You have been in the dark
so very long, beloved ones. And no,
Thomas, JOY, and Dru cannot help for
theirs is a different penning task--to set
the messages of the Christed presence
to paper--those messages which bring
again unto you the TRUE, JUST AND
CORRECT directions for life, balance,
the laws, etc. Dru has now put to paper the commandments
almost in entirety in brief explanation,
and will
now put to print “the deadly ‘sins’ “.
You have to know, ultimately, how to
pull your “whole” selves out of the
muck into which
you have been
pushed.

WATCH

Homecoming!
Rejoice and then, let us
face the truth again.
Welcome the
children and loved ones but don’t turn
your eyes away in thinking the monster
is gone--he has just had his feast of
blood and will go, momentarily,
for a
rest.
Don’t expect those returning
ones to know as much as you do, for
they have been in a desert with even
more restricted input of knowledge.
They will, however, have heard of the
numbers of suicides from your own
beloved ones who became too distressed in that place.
You appear to
have a strong g&up returning and in
many ways--you do; but in the ending
they are only stronger in the fact that
they are part of a “machine”
from
which they cannot extract themselves.
NEWS

MEDIA

PERSONNEL

How is it that there are OVER FORTY
news people “going to be released” in
Baghdad? You were told of only three
from one network and two, last week,
from CNN!
I can promise you-thepeople that they will be silenced and
that which comes out will be censored
in its entirety--“for
National Security”.
If you ones can ever break the press
away from their shackles you will win
this “secret” war against the people of
the world.
POLICE

What would be in the news this day
that would distress?
You would guess
that there is only wondrous good-news
with soldiers coming home and the
frenzy at peak--no,
look behind that
which is hardly mentioned.
At any
rate, I must give her some time for I
have made the load too great day after
day after day. I will attempt to keep
this to a minimum of time this moming.
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BRUTALITY

While the world is in shock over an
incident of the beating in Los Angeles
by the Police Department
of a black
suspect being taken into custody. This
is what has really pulled Dharma
down, for one of her own children,
now dead of “suicide”, was treated to a
dose of the L.A. Sheriff’s Dept.
He
was just a sixteen year-old who had
just gotten off work, on Halloween

1

night,
and on his way home was
dragged from his parent’s automobile-through
the window,
by his hair,
beaten and cuffed so tightly that it took
six weeks to regain full use of‘ his right
hand. When ob.jections were entered,
the “forms” (for you have to ask the
County Supervisors
for permission to
bring charges) reached the Board of
Supervisors--8
hours too late to be
filed.
How many of you know these
rules?
Dharma was employed at Children’s
Hospital of L.A. for some 10 years.
The
battered
children,
especially
blacks from the ghetto areas, were
brought in EVERY NIGHT to emergency. At one point, one child lost an
eye at the Police’s hands and it was
simply too much for the young doctors
They brought charges--on service.
GUESS WHO LOST THEIR JOBS?
Now, they will tell you that this incident--captured
by a witness from his
apartment balcony--on
film, is isolated
and “just never happens”.
Phooey, it
happens regularly and is the “rule” and
not the exception to the rule. THEY
ARE IN TRAINING
TO BRING
YOU-THE-PEOPLE
INTO TOTAL
POLICE
CONTROL
FOR
THE
REGIME
COMING
DOWN
ON
UNDER
YOU--PLANNED
AND
WAY! The hospital incident above is
only one of a hundred just she could
give and she was nowhere near Emergency Room--and worse for the situation--it was 15 years past--how think
ye it is this day??
~%WA~TIS
Have any of you readers witnessed the
hundreds of Kuwaiti citizens crossing
the border and now WALKING
to
Kuwait City?
They are angry and
hungry after first being disallowed en-

try to their own country and totally jgThey scream “war” (NOW
&red.
THAT IT IS TOO LATE) against the
should
Sabahs for ”. . .no government
treat its own people like this--like dogs
and worse--we are starving and they do
nothing.. . . .! ”
There are hundreds
upon hundreds at the border and the
Kuwaitis won’t let them re-enter their
own country!
DEATH

“FOREWORD”
of a booklet
THE GREAT CONSPIRACY
subject of
is compiled by Brig.
“Jack” Mohr, C.P.D.L.
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entitled,
on the
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TO HUSSEIN

and

Now the big flash is that

And, of course, that is the way
it will have to be. NO! The “Arab
Conspirators”
who are in the loop of
the One World Regime are trying to
take him out before the people can rise
up against them. America and World:
KNOW that the plans are too well laid
to allow survival of anyone who can
You see, your world is
fight back.
controlled totally by those original 13
to 14 families with a few old line ballplayers allowed to play for awhile,
while it is convenient
to utilize them
and their resources.
YOU HAVE
NOT LIBERATED
KUWAIT--YOU
HAVE
REINSTALLED
THE
DESPOT OF DESPOTS BACK INTO
HIS IVORY AND PINK PALACE.
YOU ARE IN GRAVE TROUBLE,
WORLD--INDEED,
VERY,
VERY
GRAVE AND YOU CONTINUE
TO
WHOOP
AND
BOW TO WONDROUS BUSH WHO LAUGHS AT
YOU AND DROOLS
OVER THE
CARCASS OF THAT WHICH HE
HAS PULLED
INTO
DESTRUCTION.
HE IS ONE OF THE HEAD
MACHINISTS
AT
THE
TOOL
SHOP.

REPETITION

AND

EMPHASIS

No matter what we give unto you, you
are stunned and put it aside thinking
“this one” might be incorrect--so
we
will keep right on keeping on.
Let us go back to an interesting
old
story from your “Good Book” that
might be well worth looking at again
this day.
Let me just outlay a very
impressive
message
from
the

In Psalm 2~2-4, you can read these
words: “Why do the heathen rage, and
the people imagine a vain thing? The
kings of the earth set themselves, and
the rulers take counsel together against
the Lord, and against His Anointed,
saying, ‘Let us break their band asunder, and cast away their cords from us,
He that sitteth in the heavens shall
laugh; the Lord shall have them in
derision. ’ ” (Or contempt.)

When something unusual happens,
which does not appear to be by accident, people have the right to ask:
“Who did it? Why did they do it?
Were there more than one of them?
Who financed them?
Who benetitted
by the death
of President
John
Kennedy?
Did the man who replaced
him have any debts which he paid
off?” Is it not even more proper, in
fact, to DEMAND these answers?
Where are you, children?
Even your
Bible--which
you continually
tout to
me in your anger at my bringing
Truth--tells you beyond any shadow of
a doubt that there is a long-range
conspiracy against God and His people
of all faiths.
Herein are references
from THAT BOOK that can confirm
this conspiracy,
three of which are in
Psalm 2. In Isaiah 14, you can read
about a very

Off and on you will hear about the
“Conspiratorial
Theory of History. ’
This is certainly in line with the words
spoken by the Psalmist and they echo
those spoken by President F.D. Roosevelt when he said:

”
But if you mention a conspiracy
today--a
conspiracy
to control
the
world and make men and women
slaves--the Elite of the world, the sophisticated,
laugh
the
educated,
knowingly,
tap their heads and declare
you to be a “looney kook” of some
kind.
Yet many Americans
know that
there was a conspiracy to kill President
John Kennedy.
They know it was not
the work of one slightly demented
man. Even when the Warren Commission said one man did it, intelligent
Americans said: “Why then, did you
seal your findings for decades?
Who
are you protecting?”
Now consider
today--March
8,
1991--the ones in charge of the Book
Depository from which the “so-called”
assassin fired his death bullet has decreed that Oliver Stone may film a
motion picture
from the site--BUT
NOT
USE m
SIXTH
FLOOR
THEREOF! !

.

(Auld
Dum-de-Dumb

Dumb)

To identify a conspiracy,
you MUST
KNOW
is being
conspired
against.
The Bible tells ydu that this
great conspiracy
is against God and
His People.
Not the people you call
“Jews” today, who are the very ones
your Teacher in Rev. 2:9 referred to
when He spoke about: “Those

We are
speaking
here, about God’s TRUE
“israel” people, who we know are not
those who call themselves
“chosen
people” from Palestine (Israel).
I am
going to take a bit of an exception to
some of the material in this booklet for
I refuse emphatically
to give you information which will pit you against
brother.
For terms are used which
would tend to isolate the “chosen” of
God into nationalities
and lineages
which can not be completely accurate.
Most especially,
through the evolvement of “time”, I shall most certainly

not allow my readers to slip into bigoted,
race-isolated
stance.
The
“REFLECTION
OF GOD’S IMAGE”
bears no color nor race as such--only
the energy (spirit) of God which is
(LIGHT)
and is all comprehensive
from all “colors” and therefore could
broadly be considered “white”.
It is
factual that ones of this generation
have come forth from mixtures
of
those who originally
came from ancestry of various “colored” beings as
to skin, etc. But the color of the skin
had nothing to do with the actions of
the evil perpetrators
who worked
against God.
As a matter of fact-those beings might well be the very
ones who will now set the record to
straight for YOU ARE NOT GIVEN
TO KNOW
THAT
WHICH
GOD
ALLOWS
TO
COME
FULL
FLOWER.
IT IS
IT
IS SIMPLY NOT YET REVEALED
FROM THE
We are going to utilize some exceptionally
good information--for
the
most part--which came out publicly in
about year 1988. It is about the Great
Conspiracy.
I am going to utilize this
time period for it brings into focus,
within your time perceptions of recognition and memory, that which was
well under way.
We have to make
these connections
again and again for
few will retain much “total” recall
from prior writings.
Sometimes parables must be presented in several ways
to meld the point and focus the point.
ABOUT THE GREAT
CONSPIRACY
As we speak of this in a setting of the
late 1980’s you must, up front, realize
that most information and background
came from 30-50, or more, years prior
to that. We have to go back, again, to
the Illuminati
of the Elite
One
Worlders.
You will again see how it
all connects, frankly, all the way back
to the beginning of your human experience on your planet.
These One-Worlders,
known as the
Illuminati,
fully planned and are now
ready to take over your world.
You,
as a world, are coming apart and you
deserve to know WHY AND HOW!

These writings

herein are about a Great

Conspiracy;
fact, an ages-old conspiracy to enslave ALL peoples of the
world under a one-world system controlled by a totalitarian
dictatorship.
This is defined by your dictionary as :
“A combination
of men for an evil
purpose; and agreement between two
or more persons,
to commit
some
crime in concert, particularly, a combination to commit treason, or incite
sedition
or insurrection
against the
government of a state. ’
Because this conspiracy
has been a
“Jewish”
to
(Refer
the
“DEFINITIONS”
which I have given
you prior to this writing for I MUST
utilize accepted terms as presented to
you for you no longer have the proper
terminology
suitable to make clarity.
Thank you.) plot from the very beginning, the media has been very careful
to poke fun at anyone who believes in
what they call “The Conspiratorial
Theory of History”.
They will admit
to many other conspiracies
in the
6,000 years of “written” world history,
but say they do not believe one is going on now.
I am going to prove to
you, little ones, beyond the shadow of
any reasonable doubt, that there is and
has been such a conspiracy underway
to enslave you and destroy Godly civilization everywhgre on your globe.
This plot remains generally unknown
to the majority of your people and
when ones speak out about it, they are
apt to be received with worse than
scorn, contempt, and most often even
hatred and abhorrent violence.
There
can be no doubt that we are labeled as
“anti-Semites” but that is getting to be
quite
“passe’ I1 so
check
your
“definitions”.
I cannot help it if the
ones who have set this thing into operation now call themselves “Jews” and I
am very sorry, indeed, for the Judeans
who have allowed that to take place.
The reason for this plot not being generally recognized is because the plotters have total control of the media of
the land.
They control the newspapers, magazines,
radio, TV and the
Motion Picture outlets, (anything that
might promote their ideas and shush
yours).
This is proven and “they” are
quite egotistic and proud of having accomplished
this against you-the-people. It is not secret any longer--they
boast about it constantly
and you
STILL hang on their presentations like
addicts to the poison drugs.
In recent decades, television and the
movies have been in the forefront of
‘>
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These
this “brainwashing”
process.
are
controlled by International Jewish interests.
This control
has been so exaggerated and misused
that it has affected your political and
religious leaders, as well as your major
educators, to the point where they believe they have the right to tell the
people what they want them to hear,
rather than what is truth.
Your National leaders
that they
have received this power from their
“positions
in government”,
although
your Constitution
Republic was set up
to be the “servant of the people, rather
than its master”.
Today your leaders,
while ostensibly
in power, are controlled by shadow figures who lurk in
the background,
ever becoming more
and more open, pulling the strings of
government,
no matter what political
party “is in power”.
This is why you
see little change in economics or foreign policy when there is a change of
administration.
But with this last
change to George Bush, you have married into the big league of puppetmasters.
You have not had an
“American
Government
in Washington” in three quarters of a century--and
then, it wasn’t worth speaking of as
You have been innon-manipulated.
fected and pushed around by the alien
figures of the International
Zionist
Bankers, who now control your total
economy and thus the country.
The idea of those ruling Elite is to so
change the thinking of you good, patriotic Americans so that you can be

During the Korean War, 1950-53 (and
surely you dear ones must realize that
you still have military personnel
in
Korea and American POW’s in Russia), when your armed forces came under United Nations control for the first
time, you saw your boys murdered by
the tens of thousands in a war your
leaders never intended to win, while
your national
wealth went into the
pockets of the International
gangsters
who were totally responsible
for it.
This was all part and parcel of the plan
to weaken and divide America.
You
saw its horribfe aftermath in Vietnam.
BOTH of these “no win--no plan to
win” wars were part of the world-wide
conspiracy
which
has already
destroyed much of your world. In every
instance,
although
Americans
have
been brainwashed
into believing your

government
was anti-Communist,
it
was your tax dollars and aid which
kept this enemy of mankind alive and
well and killing YOU. “Communism”
is just a convenient
“word”--don’t
get
yourselves hung-up on it for it doesn’t
mean anything--it
will now shift to
something like the New World Order
or some other meaningless term.
It is vitally important for you mothers
and fathers, whose loved ones died in
those wars, to know the truth about
this betrayal for it continues on and on
and gets worse and worse all over your
planet. You in America see that which
IS in places like Panama,
South
America,
Central
America
and the
Saudi desert--but you don’t get much
on South Africa as
other places like China where you get
a distorted
picture which,
in fact,
could not be buried because of its size-and Satan must always wear a bloodstained clue of the players actually involved,
i.e.
Bush,
Scowcroft,
Kissinger,
etc. --never
interrupting
“business” with Red China and glad to
have the trouble-makers
out of the way
at any cost--including
death by tanksquashing.

and you will first deny and refuse belief.
This is Truth and the facts are
now down in your own ability to read
them and gamer proof if you but take
the time to look for them.

quickly as conveniently
possible.
The
others are behind, at best, and 1 need
you out of here for a while, please.
There is much on this subject and we
will keep at it so allow us respite.

You continue to use terms which are
totally without meaning other than accepted and conjured erroneously so we
will need more definitions as we move
One term which must be defmed before we move on is what is
meant when one is referred to as a
“LIBERAL”.
Webster’s
Dictionary
defines liberal as: 1. of a free heart;
munificent; bountiful; generous; a liberal donor. 2. generous, as a ‘liberal
donation’;
3. not selfish, narrow or
contracted;
embracing
interests other
than ones own; 4. embracing literature
and sciences generally,
as a liberal
education; 5. open; candid, as ‘liberal
communication
of thoughts’; 6. large;
profuse, as a liberal discharge of matter; 7. free; 8. not mean, low in birth
or mind; 9. licentious; free to excess.

Hatonn to stand-by,

It is more important still for you to
understand
that, standing behind the
traitors in government,
there is a comparatively
SMALL
group of men,
whose SOLE PURPOSE IN LIFE IS
THE
ENSLAVEMENT
OF
THE
WORLD AND TO ENRICH THOSE
WHO PROCLAIM
THEMSELVES
AS THE ONLY ONES CAPABLE OF
RULING
YOUR
COMPLEX
WORLD.

So you can see, this commonly used
word covers a very large range of
thoughts
from
the good
to the
despotic.
But the world conspirators
seized on this word and used it as a
pivot on which to build their activities.
In itself, it sotinds innocent and humanitarian (another mark of the beast).
But you must use exceeding care, for
the term “liberal” is also used to describe someone or their activities, who
are
Most of the agents of the world conspiracy, come from the ranks of those
who consider
and call themselves,
“liberals ” .

In order to get a more clearly visible
view of this evil plot, it is necessary to
go back to a time in Europe, to its
modem beginning.
“Modem” is the
chosen word because the underlying
plot was hatched too many centuries
ago to cover herein, long before the
time of the Teacher called Jesus the
Christed, in the dusty streets and innards of Babylon.

The satanic plot to control
all of
mankind was launched in the 1760’s
under the organized name of the ILLUMINATI.
This subversive organization was organized
by a Zionist
named Adam Weishaupt,
who had
been converted to Catholicism, became
a Jesuit priest and then became an
agent for the Jewish house of Rothschild.

I am going to tell you about the man
that resurrected
this ancient plot in
1776 and who was the architect of the
modem
conspiracy
that you erroneously call “communism”.
Then I
will bring you again to the more recent
times and show you how the conspiracy remained and grew in operation.
Many of you, if you are not familiar
with the prior Phoenix
material--or
similar information--will
be shocked

It was the Rothschild wealth that financed
this venture.
They
also
planned and financed every major war
and revolution
beginning
with the
French Revolution.
They worked under various “guises” and names, but it
was for the
and backed
by the same men.
Dharma, let us leave this writing.
ask that you get out of this location

I
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TODAY’S

thank you.

WATCH

I shall bring up only one matter as far
as that of TODAY’S
WATCH.
It
deals with that which we write in every
manner possible for we come in the
service
of higher
intelligence
and,
therefore, everything you have experienced and been taught comes from that
which you call Bibles, Talmuds, etc.
For the whole of this month and last, a
great denial and revelation seems to be
It is
sweeping your religious halls.
quite amusing to witness the ways in
which people are reacting to the news
that everything said in the Bible credited to the one, Jesus--was not said by
Jesus.
Your researchers and scholars as well
as
archaeologists
have
unearthed
scrolls and artifacts which are disproving that which some churches demand you testify to believe in absolute
verbatim pronouncement--of
that book.
Perhaps AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL
will not much
longer be so denied. Rejoice that light
can be shed upon the fact that instructions and teachings have been sorely
altered and adulterated
to suit the
needs of those who would control you.
KNOW that in efforts to interpret the
Bible, even the Revelations
of John
and the circumstances
of “Cain” have
been adjusted to produce an end result
whereby evil controllers would be able
to control through the WORD.
We
have come to set the WORD
to
straight.
With the very subject under discussion
in the present Journal, the assumption,
from the analyzing of the portions just
given unto you yesterday and through
the lineage of “Cain”, it would appear
that the “good guys” are--of necessity
“white
and deduct&--Anglo-Saxon
Surely enough, Cain, through
guys”.
Cush, etc., cavorted about with some
women
and people
of “color”--so
You have “m”
historical
what?
data which can give ancestry and some
lines of integration--BUT
YOU OF

EARTH
ACTUALLY
KNOW
SO
LITTLE THAT IT IS STARTLING,
AND WORSE, AS TRUTH IS UNFOLDED UNTO YOU, YOU DENY
IT AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN.

By the way, I note that much of the
“proof” of Jesus’ words being said or
not said are exampled from a movie
called
or something equally as stupid.
I ask
any of you men, even those of you
who pronounce yourselves to be totally
macho--do you ACTUALLY think that
if you were hanging on a cross with
your life blood flowing out, nails in
hands, wrists and feet--with
all the
weight of a tall man’s body hanging--

Blasphemous?
Heretic?
Don’t be absurd, why would you “picket” and
“protest”
such incredible
garbage?
You lessen the stupidity of the picture
as well as degrade the Master Teacher
by giving one iota of mention or attention to such trash. Why do you ones
not LIVE ACCORDING
TO HIS
TEACHINGS INSTEAD OF TROMPING AROUND
WlTH PLACARDS
TRYING TO GET THE PICTUREMAKERS TO SHUT DOWN?
YOU
JUST CAUSE ALL OF THE CHEAPMINDED
PEOPLE
TO GO WITNESS THE PICTURE--OF
COURSE,
“JUST TO SEE HOW BAD IT IS
AND JUDGE IT.”
No, it is a hype
and it gets exactly the reaction planned
and you, again, like sheep to the pasture--one
after--another
rise up in
righteous anger and allow your babies
to be sent to kill and be killed in the
Middle East.
So be it! Until YOU
(au)
come into Truth and alignment
withthe
Laws of God and The Creation--YOU are the one at cause of the
downfall of your planet--for if each of
the YOU’S get yourselves into control,
the matter of evil and destruction
would be indeed moot.
The evil false teachers and scribes
(how do you think they got to be
called Scribes and Pharisees?)
gave

you a bill of goods to keep control in
the hands of the Elite and subjugate
you-the-people
of all generations
and
sequence upon your globe. The entire
scenario from the first words of Genesis is orchestrated to cause you to lose
control of self. But you don’t WANT
THE TRUTH
AND, THUS,
YOU
SIMPLY PROCEED TO KILL THE
MESSENGERS.
WELL, I SUGGEST
THE WORLD
DID NOT BEGIN
WITH A “BIG BANG” BUT I CAN
ALMOST PROMISE YOU THAT IT
WILL END WITH ONE.
WHO WILL BE “SAVED”? AT THE
RATE YOU ONES CONTINUE
TO
WALLOW IN THE LIES--NOT TOO
MANY
BECAUSE
YOU
DON’T
HAVE .THE FOGGIEST NOTION OF
WHO OR HOW YOU GET OFF
THAT PLACE,
SHOULD
IT DESTRUCT.
THEREFORE,
THOSE
WHO
WOULD
CONTINUE
TO
KEEP YOU PLACATED
COME UP
WITH THE DANGEDEST
STORIES
AND
YOU
FALL
ALL
OVER
YOURSELVES
TO GET IN LINE-SAY--FOR
A CLOUD SWOOPING
WITH RAPTURE
AND SINGING
ANGELS
AND HARP-PLAYERS--

TRUTH IS SO
MUCH MORE WONDROUS
AND
GRAND; WHY DO YOU REMAIN
IN THE MUD-WALLOW
WHEN
YOU COULD SOAR IN THE PERFECTION OF THE COSMOS?
OH,
YOU DON’T KNOW ANY BETTER?
THEN WHY DON’T YOU LEARN
BETTER?
I have bad news for you who wait for
nonsense and mystical ghosts to gather
you up--it is NOT going to come off!
Furthermore,
our commission,
as the
Hosts come to bring the Truth, only
allows us to present the Truth--we
force nothing and, therefore, it appears
on any good “war day” that there will
be very few we have to worry about
hosting on the trip home. We literally
witness ones grinning and joking and
hoping they die in bed with a “good
sex partner”.
Well, I hope you enjoy
elicit experience for a very long, long
duration for that which you attend now
is that which will be carried with you-except the “partners” of neither sex
will go with you! It is going to be a
long time of learning those lessons of
proper human actions--UNTIL
YOU
LEARN THEM.
YOU WHO THINK
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ARE WRONG--THERE
IS INFINITY
LEFT TO LEARN THOSE LESSONS
OF
GOD,
FRIENDS--INFINITY.
AND YOU WILL LEARN THEM.
So be it.
Allow us to turn to our
work, please.
You see, I care not what man did or
did not, do or do not think about what
the Master Teacher said or didn’t say.

Now, Dharma, allow us to get on with
some REAL Truth which will give you
background so that you CAN KNOW
your enemy and change your plight.
History writers have betrayed you, in
most part, to allow the deceiving without confrontation--so,
you had better
attend the Truth we are compiling and
displaying for your information.
It is
available now, and can be documented
and many have done so--get off your
duffs, open your eyes and minds and
find out what you are about and what
has happened to you--STOP
BEING
PURELY
PUPPETS
TRYING
TO
GET BY THIS MANIFESTED
EXPERIENCE
WITHOUT
I BEING
“ALIVE”.
STOP BEING DEAD,
BROTHERS--LIFE,
TRUTH, LOVE,
PEACE
AND BALANCE
AWAIT
YOU SIMPLY FOR THE TAKING
OF IT AS GIFTED
UNTO YOU,
AND YOU AND YOU--IT IS NOT
THERE
FOR
THE
EVIL
CONTROLLERS
WOULD-BE
AND
FEUDAL-MASTERS--PULL
THE
CONFOUNDED
SHROUD
FROM
OFF THINE HEADS!
Oh, I startle y&u with harsh language?
Does it startle you when Swarzkopf
says, “Let’s kick ass?“.
I am a Commander of the largest fleet you will
ever imagine if you live to be 2,000years--and
I SAY IT IS TIME TO
“KICK ASS! ’ Does it shock you when

your President Bush says he is going to
“kick Hussein’s ass?” Does it startle
you when he sends off your loved ones
to slaughter like “fish in a barrel”
God’s other children?
Well, it angers
me to fever heat--and I think it is time
you wake up and do a bit of reverse
kicking!
You do it by knowing Truth
and simply
snipping
your
puppet
strings and standing
on your own
knowledge.
Ignorance and deceit are
the ONLY REAL BINDINGS THAT
YOUR ENEMY
HAS--YOU

WE WERE SPEAKING
THE ROTHSaLDS

OF

I also used the word “guises”, because
when the Illuminati became too notorious, the Rothschilds and other intemational Jewish bankers began to operate
under
different
names--this
always
covers in confusion
(just as several
good Nevada Corporations
cover your
privacy).
In the United States, immediately following
World War I, the
conspirators
set up an organization
which today goes under the name of
the COUNCIL OF FOREIGN RELATIONS (CFR). Yes, I certainly do realize that I am repeating from information in some of the very first Journals--but most of you have not read the
first Journals and, therefore, it must be
briefly covered again and brought into
connection.
The CFR is actually the
modem branch of the Illuminati,
furthering Illuminati goals in the Twentieth Century. Its hierarchy, the MasterMinds in control of the CFR, are in a
very real sense the descendants of the
original Illuminati conspiracy.
To conceal this fact, most of them
have changed
their original
Jewish
(Hebrew/Judean--then
Yiddish) names
to more commonly accepted so-called
“American-sounding”
names.
For example, the family name of Clarence
Dillon, once Secretary of the Treasury
and very high on the totem pole of the
conspiracy,
was LAPOUSKI.
There
are many others and I will mention
them as we move along.
In England, we find an establishment
similar to the CFR which goes under
the name of the British Institute of International Affairs. For all intents and
purposes it is for the same purpose as
the CFR.
There are similar secret
oreanizations
in every major country,
including the Communist
nations, all
operating under different names, &t

While they operate under different
names, all these international
organizations,
including
the CFR, continuously set up subsidiaries--front
organizations,
if you will--which are infiltrated into every phase of national
affairs.
At all times, these operations are controlled by the international
bankers,
who are in turn controlled
by the
House of Rothschild.
The means by
which
they set up these various
organizations
are too numerous to go
into in this particular message.
It would be well for us at this point to
go back to the original purpose of the
founders of the Illuminati.
One branch
of the Rothschild
family
financed
Napoleon during the Napoleonic Wars,
while
the
other
branch
financed
Britain, France and Germany and others opposed to Napoleon’s intemationalist aims. Immediately following the
Napoleonic
Wars, the Illuminati
assumed that all the nations of Europe,
who had been involved, were so destitute and worn out from the long
fighting, so heavily in debt, that they
would do anything and grab at any
solution which would lead them out of
their dilemma.
So the Rothschild stooges set up what
they called the CONGRESS
OF VIENNA, and at that meeting tried to
create the first League of Nations.
This was their first open attempt at a
one-world
government
and was attempted on the theory that, since all
the crowned heads of Europe were so
deeply indebted to them--the Intemational Jewish bankers--they
would either willingly, or unwillingly,
serve as
their prostitutes.
Unfortunately
for them, the Czar of
Russia saw right through their scheme
and completely blasted it. This so enraged Nathan Rothschild, then head of
the family, that he vowed that some
day, either he or one of his descendants would wipe out the entire family
of the Czar.
His descendants finally
accomplished
that in 1917, when the
Czar and his entire family were brutally murdered
by Jewish assassins.
(Don’t ever underestimate
that enduring hatred and I warn you that there is
no one group who can hold hatred and
gain revenge--if
it takes all of many
generations--than
the Zionist
Israeli
self-styled
and soself-proclaimed,

called
“Jews”
become
“Yiddish”,
They would happily blast an entire nation with all people thereof into oblivion and not blink an eye in remorse.
Further, they fully intend to do so and
this is WHY you and Russia will be at
war, my good American friends.
Keep in mind that the Illuminati was
not set up as a “short range” operation.
Normal conspiracies are set up on the
basis of achieving their aims during the
lifetime of the conspirators.
But that
of the Illuminati., which went back to
500 B.C., was based on the infinite patience of men who meant to be successful, no matter how many ages it
took to accomplish
their purpose.
Strangely
enough,
this is the same
thinking
that permeates world Zionism. The reason being, they are one
and the same conspiracy.
Here is where we might again take
note of the so-called Holy Books such
as the Bible, Talmud,
etc.
These
books do not actually give the sequence of God’s intent--but rather give
magnificent proof of the historical sequence of history as it actually was. If
you call it the “Word of Lighted God
of Truth” you sucker-in all the beautiful, loving people who know nothing
other than that which they are taught
by Earth
teachers
and demanded
through laws set forth by the Conspirators.
As a result of the above thinking, the
descendants of the Illuminati are dedicated to keeping the plot in operation
until one day they believe they will be
successful and, in the words of the
Jewish Talmud, “Every Jew will have
2,000 ‘goyim’
slaves. 11 The Chief
Rabbi in France, in 1859, a Rabbi Reichom, stated this when he said: “Wars
are the Jews’ harvest, for with them
we wipe out the Christians
and get
control of their gold. We have already
killed 100 million of them, and the end
is not yet.” This was before the Civil
War and the two great World Wars.
Many other Jewish writers confirm this
Jewish thinking.
TRIUMPH

OVER

ALL
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Goldwin
Smith, Jewish Professor of
Modem Histo>y at Oxford University,
was quoted in October, 198 1 as saying: “We Jews regard our race as superior to all humanity, and look forward,
not to its ultimate union with other
races, but to its triumph over them.”

On page 155 of his book, YOU GENTILES,
Jewish
author
Maurice
Samuels writes: “We

(And ALL of it
under their control.)
On Feb. 17, 1950, the Jewish banker,
Paul Warburg,
testifying
before the
U . S . Senate, contemptuously
stated:

”
That this idea is still in existence can
be seen from this letter which was sent
to an Identity pastor by a Jew from
Spokane,
Washington
(1988).
He
wrote:

This, my friends, is the spirit of Zionist-communism,
which has been promulgated by the Illuminati plot.
Going back to the beginning
of the
modem
plot,
you find
the Jew,
Weishaupt, who was trained in Canon
Law by the Jesuits at Englestadt University which was the basis of his Luciferean theories.
It was in 1770 that
the Rothschilds
set out to revise this
“age old” plan of Jewish conquest.
This plot was designed to give “the
synagogue of Satan”, so designated by
one of those erroneous statements in
Revelation 2:9, 3:9 (you know because
there is a capital letter S which designates a person’s name and satan only
means “adversary *.
See how wondrous it is to have some proper definitions to use for proper discernment?
It
suffices, however, as information
regarding the point in discussion.),

“. . .and a new religion
across the lands.. . ”

would

As in
sweep

Weishaupt completed his plans on May
1, 1776. (Now you know why May
Day is so important
in communist
countries.)
It was on this day that the
Illuminati was officially organized and
put their plan for world control into
operation.

”

This diabolical plan called for the destruction of all known forms of government and religions, with their special target, Christianity,
among other
Godly religious groupings who teach
Godly actions.
”

”
Well, WE have gotten some dandy
“deadly missiles”, too, and a few of
them against my scribe have been right
out of the end of a rifle, along with
poison pen letters from the very loving
“Christian” community within our own
lovely little village.
I warn you,
chelas, you are in dire circumstances
for your adversaries
do not bend-THEY
KNOW
WHERE
THEY
WANT TO GO AND TRUST THAT
YOU WILL NOT HAVE GOALS TO
INTERFERE;
CERTAINLY
NEVER
GOALS OF GODLINESS.

This plan was to become successfnl, as
the
masses
of
mankind,
whom
Weishaupt called “Goyim”, (a Yiddish
word which literally means to the Jew,
“non-Jew animal”) were to be divided
into opposing camps on social, political, economic and religious issues.
These are the exact situations which
are continuing
to tear your world
apart. The opposing sides were to be
armed and incidents
created, which
would lead to violent confrontations.
One of the best examples comes to
mind in the present and continuing
trouble in Northern Ireland.
It has
been pictured by the media as mainly a
Protestant vs. Catholic problem, but it
is not.
It is a deliberate attempt, by
i

the conspirators,
to set one religious
group against another, with the purpose of ultimately
weakening
them,
and the United Kingdom, to an extent
whereby they can be absolutely controlled.
This was the essence of the preaching
of the Civil Rights leader, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., a few years back,
when he led his people and white liberals in so-called
“peaceful”
Civil
Rights demonstrations.
His theory
was, and often verbally expressed by
him, that when Blacks marched peacefully in an all-white area, it would
cause confrontation
with some whites
who would be radical and thus ensure
government
intervention
and bring
about civil Rights laws which would
benefit the Blacks. He was right. His
masters knew exactly what would happen.
Unfortunately,
too often the
Neo-Nazi types and the KKK played
right into his hands, they being even
more damaging than the initial perpetrators.
Radical demonstrations
of any type can
very well end up in terrible violence.
This is why it will only be through
truthful KNOWLEDGE
of how it actually IS, that you can prevail--for
otherwise you are considered troublemakers and silenced.
This is why the
WORD OF TRUTH IS SO POWERFUL--THE
PEN IS TRULY MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD IF YOU
CAN GET THE PEOPLE TO SEE
AND HEAR.
This is why the press
and media are totally controlled
and
the publication
of books is censored
and material such as these Journals,
literally removed from shelvts, hidden
and destroyed.
You who hold these
Journals hold the Truth of the world in
your hands and because of the functioning of the “system of the conspiracy” it will be you who will have to
see to their distribution.
It has ever
been thus--remember
the sign of the
“fish” drawn in the sands?
You witnessed this same plan as above
come into operation again during the
Vietnam
War when war protestors,
paid for by the conspiracy, fought with
police and caused all sorts of civil
disturbances.
The plan then, as now,
was to so weaken and divide America
that they would eventually destroy the
Republic.
They have been so successful that, within the lifetime of
many of you, you have seen the United
States go from a Constitutional
Republic into a Socialist Democracy, and

you are actually standing at totalitarian
Communist dictatorship.
Sorry about
that but it is the way it is.
If you look closely at the actions
within
all the nations,
but predominantly in the U.S. for this message, you can see the enemies’ efforts
to discount and destroy the influences
of Christianity and other Godly belief
systems, and you will find the activities will be financed by the select few
and are Zionist-led--right
to the war in
Iraq against the Islamic people.
You
see, Islam is a cross between Christ
teachings and Moslem faith.
This is
also why the Native Indians are pronounced and labeled “PAGAN” so that
it distracts and discounts their total belief in God Creator/Creation
and Balance of Mother Earth from which all
spring.
It should be of interest to you to note
that the program of the Illuminati,
follows step by step, the blueprint for
world conquest laid down in the PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED
ELDERS OF ZION, which was first unearthed about 1898 as we have given
you in print on at least three or four
instances.
I realize that both Jewish
leaders and their Christian
“stooges”
have proclaimed these to be counterfeit. But I call to your attention the
fact that, in order to have a counterfeit, you must
The counterfeit
follows the original.
THE
IMPORTANT
THING
TO
NOTE IS THAT THE CONSPIRATORS ARE FOLLOWING
THE PROTOCOLS
EXACTLY
AS
THEY
WOULD A BLUEPRINT.
ADOLF

HITLER

NEW WORLD

ORDER.

International
Zionism has never hesitated for a moment to slaughter hundreds of thousands
of their “lesser
brethren” if it would aid their plan for
world conquest.
You can see this in
Russia this day, as the persecution
against Jews is carried out UNDER
JEWISH LEADERSHIP!
Dharma, might we break this chapter
off at this point and we will pick up
the subject of Russian/Zionist
persecution as we sit to write on the next occasion.
Thank you. I shall move to
stand-by until we are ready to resume
our work.
********

For those who want to know how they
can help save our Constitution--we
now are offering a detailed kit of information about our government
and
the Constitution
to help in preserving
our freedoms.
The kit is available to
individuals
or groups for $8.00 per
kit, or for $20 POST PAID with
RAPE
OF THE
CONSTITUTION
book included.

George Green lecture Saturday, March
23, 2-5 PM. Cost $7.00 per person,
Rickey’s
Hyatt
House,
4219
El
Camino Real (NE comer of El Camino
and Charleston),
Palo Alto, CA (415)
Camino D Room, Ballroom complex (Behind Hugo’s Market)
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Now here is real irony personified.
It
is interesting to note that Adolf Hitler,
the man the Jews say they hate most,
next to Jesus Christ, was financed in
his rise to power, and during World
War II, by the Rothschild’s,
the
Kennedy’s and the Warburg’s and the
Zionists stated in Article II, Par. 5 of
“We
their
“counterfeit
Protocols”,
have the gold of the world in our
hands, not withstanding
we had to
gather it out of the oceans of blood and
tears. But it has paid us, even though
we have sacrificed thousands of our
own people. I’ ANY NICE AMERICAN WHO HAS LABELED
HIMSELF A JEW WHO READS THIS
MUST
TAKE
NOTE--FOR
yoU
ARE THE FIRST
TO BE TARGETED FOR SACRIFICE FOR THIS

ALSO:
Sunday, March 24, 2-5 PM
Berkeley Conference
Center,
2105
Bancroft,
2nd Floor,
Host Room,
Berkeley, CA, (415) 491-1651 for additional info.
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